Brown also assumes that stars and planets are formed "in discrete regions of space separated from each other by interstellar distances, and that within each region a cluster is formed containing an average of n bodies." He identifies each cluster as a multiple system in which typically only one or two objects are stellar. But the most convincing examples of recent star formation-the 0-associations-indicate that such systems are formed much closer together than typical interstellar distances; for example, in the Trapezium cluster the star density is about 1000 times greater than that in the general field. When they were formed, these stars must have been even more crowded than at present, and interactions may have been important in determining the distribution of masses within each multiple-star system.
I wish to point out several errors and an inconsistency in Harrison Brown's report, "Planetary systems associated with main-sequence stars" (1) . He begins by extrapolating the Salpeter luminosity function, which is nearly linear over an interval of 12 magnitudes, down to planetary masses. He then assumes that stars and planets are formed independently in groups of random size distribution. He Brown also assumes that stars and planets are formed "in discrete regions of space separated from each other by interstellar distances, and that within each region a cluster is formed containing an average of n bodies." He identifies each cluster as a multiple system in which typically only one or two objects are stellar. But the most convincing examples of recent star formation-the 0-associations-indicate that such systems are formed much closer together than typical interstellar distances; for example, in the Trapezium cluster the star density is about 1000 times greater than that in the general field. When they were formed, these stars must have been even more crowded than at present, and interactions may have been important in determining the distribution of masses within each multiple-star system.
In fact, the assumption that the massdistribution function in multiple systems is the same as that for single stars is contradicted by observational evidence. Blaauw (3) The term cytokinins will include kinetin (as a specific chemical) and 6-(y,y-dimethylallylamino) -purine, 6-benzyladenines, and other active synthetic purine derivatives, as well as Zeatin [6-(y-methyl-y-hydroxymethylallylamino)-purine], the active substance from corn endosperm, and active natural products of as yet unknown composition. Substances such as triacanthine [3-(y,y-dimethylallyl)-adenine], deoxyadenosine, or 1-substituted adenines, which acquire kinetin-like growth-promoting activity only as a consequence of chemical change, may act as precursors but are not considered to be bonafide cytokinins.
At present rigid proof of cytokinin activity is limited entirely to 6-substituted purine derivatives. Other types of substances may be found to qualify, but in our opinion those which have been reported so far to promote growth 
